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在本章中，我们总体上讨论操作系统做什么样的工作，并概述操作
系统的概念和组件以便使学生能对操作系统有一个总体的了解。我们也
将讨论在几乎所有的操作系统中使用到的技术。
理解操作系统怎样工作涉及实际中所有的系统操作，我们在 2.1 节中
给出一个简单的用户场景，并描述场景中的操作系统所做的一些行为。
在 2.2 节中，先概述了操作系统管理的系统资源的一些主要类型，这些资
源包括处理器（CPU）、主存、输入/输出设备、文件。然后我们又概述了
操作系统的主要模块以及每个模块所提供的服务，这些模块包括进程管
理和 CPU 调度模块、内存管理模块、文件系统模块、输入/输出管理和磁
盘调度模块，这些模块在某些操作系统中或许并不作为单独的模块来实
现，但是对这些模块分别进行分析可以更容易地解释操作系统的概念。
19
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2.3 节定义了进程的概念，它是操作系统所做的中心工作，该节也描
述了进程的状态和操作系统针对每个进程所维护的信息。进程（有时称
为作业或任务）1 基本上是可执行程序，是操作系统管理系统资源的单位。
2.4 节讨论不同操作系统的特点，从单任务系统到多任务系统，从分时系
统到分布式系统。
2.5 节描述构造操作系统所能采用的不同体系结构，包括宏内核、微
内核、分层架构。2.6 节描述操作系统不同模块重复使用的实现技术，包
括多任务操作系统所维护的队列，通过队列可以与那些等待获取资源或
提供某些服务的任务保持通信状态，比如进程可以等待磁盘 I/O 或 CPU
时间，或者打印服务。我们也描述了中断和怎样处理中断，描述了面向
对象操作系统设计和虚拟机。2.7 节针对操作系统应该包含哪些功能给出
了一个冷静的讨论。2.8 节给出本章主要内容的小结。

2.1 INTRODUCTION: WHAT DOES THE OS DO?
In this section, we go over a small example scenario, in order to see how the OS is
involved in nearly every aspect of computing. Consider the following simple user
scenario:
A user wants to type a small note to himself.2 Coming into work this morning he
heard a radio advertisement that his favorite music group is coming to town, and he
wants to have a reminder to buy tickets and invite some friends. So he starts a scheduling program (or possibly a text editor or a word processing program), types in his
reminder, saves the document, and exits. The user could have used a PDA (personal
digital assistant), a Windows-based system (e.g., Mac, MS Windows or Linux with a
GUI-based text editor), or simply a text-based command shell such as UNIX. Let’s
assume he is using a GUI-based text editor to write a separate note and save it as a
file. Regardless of the type of system used, this scenario caused the OS to create,
manage, and terminate software components to accomplish the work. When the user
started the editor or some other program he created a process (also called task or
job).3 A process is basically a program in execution. A process may be waiting to
run, currently running, waiting for something to happen, or finishing. Some of the
events that a process may be waiting for include a keystroke from the user, or some
data to be read from a disk drive or to be supplied by another program.
Before a process can be started, the executable program file (binary) that will be
run must be brought into main memory. This is usually loaded from a disk or some

1

The terms job and task are used to refer to the same concepts in some of the literature, and to different
concepts in other literature. We discuss this as needed in the footnotes.
2
For grammatical simplicity, this text will assume the user is a male.
3
Starting a program is sometimes called instantiating, executing, loading, or running the program.
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electronic memory such as a flash drive. Several major OS activities are needed to
accomplish this. First, a portion of main memory is needed to hold the program’s
executable code. Additional memory is needed for the program’s data, variables, and
temporary storage. In our example, the data would be the entry that the user is creating in the memo file. These activities to allocate memory are part of the memory
management that the OS must do. Often several programs may be in memory at the
same time. The OS memory manager module controls which processes are placed
into memory, where they are placed, and how much memory each is given. Process
management—deciding which process gets to run, for how long, and perhaps at
what priority (or level of importance)—is another key management activity of the
OS, usually handled in part by the OS CPU scheduler.
Once the editor process is running, it needs to accept some keystrokes and
display what has been typed on the screen. Even if the device is a PDA with no
keyboard, characters are input and accepted by the OS in some manner. Acquiring
keystrokes or characters and displaying those characters on the screen are done in a
series of steps through the I/O and device management component of the OS.
When our user hits a key, he enters a character that must be read by the system. The device—in this case a keyboard—inputs the information about the raw key
action. This information—the row and column of the key’s position on the keyboard
and whether it was pressed or released—is stored in a temporary buffer. In a PDA
or PC, there may be a special keyboard controller chip that saves the key action
information and then sends an interrupt to the processor. The processor may have its
own keyboard device controller in addition to the controller chip on the keyboard.
The interrupt causes the CPU to stop the process that is running. This may be done
immediately if the CPU is doing lower priority work, or it may be done later if the
CPU had been doing higher priority work. Then an interrupt service routine is started
by the OS to handle the keyboard action. The interrupt service routine is a part of the
interrupt handling and device control in the OS. This processing is repeated for each
character typed. The character must be sent to the editor process and displayed on
the screen—another action that goes through the OS. In this case, an output operation to the video monitor is performed.
When our user finishes typing his note, he saves his note as a file. This may involve
moving a pointing device such as a mouse to point to the file menu on the screen. The
mouse movement and clicking are handled first by a device controller—which tracks
the mouse coordinates and sends them to the OS. The mouse tracking icon (e.g., an
arrow) must be moved and displayed on the monitor display screen—another output
to the screen. When the mouse button is clicked, the controller sends that information to the OS, which forwards the coordinates where the clicking occurred to the
windowing system that is managing the user interface. The windowing system will
have information concerning which window is currently active and the positions of
various buttons and other icons within that window. Using this information, it will
match the coordinates of the cursor when the user clicked the mouse button to the
particular screen button icon (or symbol) that was “clicked.” The windowing system
that handles user interaction is usually quite complex. It is considered by some to be
a systems program, separate from the OS, and by others to be an integral part of the
OS (see Section 2.7 for a discussion on what is and is not part of the OS).
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Continuing with our scenario, our user may now choose a directory called “personal
notes” within which he wants to store his file. This brings into play the file management
component of the OS. When the user selects the directory (e.g., by double-clicking on a
folder icon), this causes the OS file manager to take several actions. First, it must open
the directory by retrieving the directory information from the OS internal tables. The
directory information includes the names of files (and possibly other directories) stored
under this directory as well as where the directory is stored on disk. The user must then
type a file name such as “concert_remind,” and the file system will check to make sure
that no existing file in that directory has the same name. It may then invoke the disk
space allocation module to find an area of free space on disk to store the file. Finally, the
OS file manager will create a file entry in the directory to contain the information about
the new file such as its name, file type, and disk location.
As we can see from this very simple example, the OS is involved in practically
every aspect of user and program interaction—from low-level actions such as processing keyboard strokes and mouse movements, to resource allocation algorithms
such as allocating memory space and processor time, to higher-level actions such as
managing file names and directories. We describe how the OS handles all these various tasks throughout this book.

2.2 RESOURCES MANAGED BY THE OS AND MAJOR
OS MODULES
A major role of an OS is the management of the system resources, so this section
covers the main types of resources that the OS manages. Then it covers a conceptual
view of a typical OS, showing the major OS modules, the resources that each module
manages, and the services and functions that each module provides.

2.2.1 Types of resources managed by an OS
This section first addresses some of the major resources managed by a typical OS.
These resources are CPUs (processors), main memory and caches, secondary storage, and I/O devices at the lowest level, and file system and user interface at a higher
level. The OS also manages network access and provides security to protect the various resources it is managing.

CPU
The OS needs to schedule which process to run on each CPU at any point in time.
In older single-process systems, this is very simple because only one process will be
memory resident so the OS would mainly be responsible for starting the memoryresident process by giving it control of the CPU. However, even in such a simple system, the OS must do other tasks such as setting up any memory protection registers
and switching to user execution mode before giving the process control of the CPU.
In multitasking systems, managing the CPU resource is quite complex since
multiple processes will be memory resident. It may be further complicated by having
multiple CPUs in the system. The OS will maintain various queues of processes. The
queue most relevant to CPU scheduling is called the ready queue, which contains all
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processes that are ready to execute. If processes have different priorities a separate
ready queue may exist for each priority level. Each process is typically given control
of the CPU for a maximum period of time, called a time quantum. If the time quantum expires before the process finishes execution, a timer interrupt would initiate
an OS process called context switching that would switch CPU control to another
process. We discuss how the OS manages the CPU resource and CPU scheduling
algorithms in detail in Chapter 9.

Main memory and caches
The OS needs to assign memory space to a process before it can execute. The executable code of a program will typically be stored on hard disk (or some other secondary
storage medium). When a user or program wants to execute a disk-resident program,
the OS must locate the program code file on disk and it must allocate enough memory space to hold an initial part of the program. Since many programs are quite large,
the OS might load only part of the program from the disk. One of the main memory
management functions is to allocate initial memory space to a process, and perhaps
to load additional parts of the program from disk as the process needs them. If all
memory space is full, the memory management module of the OS must swap out
some of the memory-resident information so it can load additional portions needed
by the process. We discuss memory management techniques in Chapters 10 and 11.

Secondary storage
Another important resource managed by the OS is secondary storage, which is typically hard disk. Most program code files and data files are stored on hard disk until
there is a request to load some parts of them into main memory. Whenever a process
requires data or code that are not in memory, a request is sent to the disk scheduling module of the OS. The OS would typically suspend the requesting process until
the required data are read into memory. In a multitasking system, there could be
many requests to read (load into memory) and write (store to disk) disk data. The
OS typically maintains one or more queues for the disk read and write requests, and
uses various algorithms to optimize the servicing of these requests. We discuss disk
scheduling in Chapter 14 as part of our discussion of I/O management.

I/O devices
The OS must also control and manage the various input and output devices connected to a computer system.4 The OS will include modules called device drivers
that control access to these devices. Since there are many different types of I/O
devices and users often add new I/O devices to their systems, modern OSs have the
capability to detect new hardware and install the appropriate device drivers dynamically. A device driver handles low-level interaction with the device controllers, and
presents a higher-level view of the I/O devices to the rest of the OS. That way, the OS
can handle similar devices in an abstract, uniform way. We discuss I/O management
in Chapter 12.
4

It is not uncommon to consider disk management as part of I/O management since both disks and I/O
devices either input (read) or output (write) bytes to/from main memory.
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File systems
The resources discussed so far are considered low level because they are all hardware
resources. The OS also manages higher-level resources that are created through software.
One of the main such resources is the file system. The file system is an OS module that
provides a higher-level interface that allows users and programs to create, delete, modify, open, close, and apply other operations to various types of files. The simplest type of
file is just a sequence of bytes. More complex file structures are possible—for example,
structuring file contents into records. The file system allows users to give names to files,
to organize the files into directories, to protect files, and to access those files using the
various file operations. We discuss file management in more detail in Chapter 12.

User interfaces
Many modern OSs include another high-level component to handle user interaction.
This includes the functionality for creating and managing windows on a computer
screen to allow users to interact with the system. By having such a component in the
OS, the user can access various resources in a uniform way. For example, access to the
directory of the file system or to Internet documents would be handled through a uniform interface.5 We discuss user interfaces in various chapters throughout the book.

Network access
Another resource that the OS manages is network access to allow users and programs
on one computer to access other services and devices on a computer network. An OS
can provide both low- and high-level functionality for network access. An example
of low-level functionality is the capability given to a program to create network ports
and to connect to a port on another machine. An example of high-level functionality
is the capability to access a remote file. We will discuss networks and distributed
systems in Chapters 15 and 17.

Providing protection and security
The OS also provides mechanisms to protect the various resources from unauthorized access, as well as security techniques to allow the system administrators to
enforce their security policies. The simplest type of security is access authorization
through passwords, but generally this is not sufficient. We will discuss security and
protection in Chapter 16.

2.2.2 Major modules of an OS
Figure 2.1 is an illustration of some of the major modules of an OS at an abstract level.
Not surprisingly, many of these modules correspond closely to the resources that are
being managed. Other modules provide common support functions used by several
other modules. The modules provide functions that are accessed by system users and
programs as well as by the other OS modules. Some functionality is restricted so that
it can only be accessed in privileged mode by other OS modules—for example, device
5
As we mentioned earlier, user interfaces are sometimes considered to be part of the systems programs
rather than an integral part of the OS.
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FIGURE 2.1 The major OS modules.
driver functions are often restricted to OS access. Other functionality is available to
OS modules, users, and application programs—for example, file system functions.
In Figure 2.1, we do not show how the OS modules interact with one another.
This is because the types of interactions depend on the particular architecture used
to implement the OS. For example, in a layered architecture, the modules would be
separated into layers. Generally, modules at one level would call the functions provided by the modules at either the same level or at lower levels. On the other hand,
in an object-oriented architecture, each module would be implemented as one or
more objects with services, and any object can invoke the services provided by other
objects. In a monolithic architecture, all modules would be implemented as one
giant program. We discuss the most common OS architectures in a later section.

2.3 THE PROCESS CONCEPT AND OS PROCESS INFORMATION
We now introduce the concept of a process, as it is central to presenting OS concepts.
First, we define what a process is, and describe the various states that a process can
go through and the types of events that cause process state transitions. Next, we discuss the types of information that an OS must maintain on each process in order to
manage processes and resources. We also introduce the concept of a PCB (process
control block), the data structure that the OS maintains to keep track of each process.
Finally, we categorize various types of processes.

2.3.1 Process definition and process states
A process is a running or executing program. To be a process, a program needs to
have been started by the OS. However, a process is not necessarily running all the
time during its existence—for example, it may be waiting for I/O (say, a key to be
pressed) or it may be waiting for the OS to assign it some resource (say, a block of
RAM). Every process has a particular sequence of execution, and hence a program
counter that specifies the location of the next instruction to be executed. It will also
have various resources allocated to it by the OS. For example, it will need some
memory space in which to store all or part of its program code and data (such as
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FIGURE 2.2
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program variables). It will almost certainly be accessing files, so it will probably
have some open files associated with it. A process has also been called a job6 or a
task, and we use these terms interchangeably.
Once a process is created, it may be in one of several states: running (if it has
control of the CPU), ready to run (if other processes currently are using all of the
CPUs), waiting (for some event to occur), and so on. The typical states that a process can go through are illustrated in Figure 2.2, which is called a state transition
diagram. The nodes (shown as hexagons) in Figure 2.2 represent process states,
and the directed edges (arrows) represent state transitions. We now discuss these
states, and the events that cause state transitions.7
State transition 0 (zero) creates a new process, which can be caused by one of
the following events:
1. A running OS process may create or spawn a new process. For example, when
an interactive user logs onto a computer system, the OS process that handles
logins typically creates a new process to handle user interaction and commands.
The OS may also create new processes to handle some OS functions such as an
interrupt handler or error handler process.

6

The term job historically referred to a sequence of control that may invoke various tasks using a
language called JCL, or Job Control Language. This interpretation is primarily used in older batch
systems.
7
This state diagram is typical, but for any particular OS there may be other states that the OS designers
want to distinguish among, so one might see fewer or more states internally and in the documentation.
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2. A user process may also create another process by calling the OS function for
new process creation. For example, a Web browser might create a new process
to run an external “plug-in” module to handle a particular type of multimedia
content accessed on a website.
3. When a job is started by the OS as a scheduled event (e.g., a “cron” job on a
UNIX system), the OS creates a process to execute that job.
As a new process is being created, it is in the new state. The OS must build the table
that will hold information about the process (see Section 2.2.2), allocate necessary
resources (e.g., memory to hold the program), locate the program executable file and
any initial data needed by the process, and execute the appropriate routines to load
the initial parts of the process into memory. State transition 1 in Figure 2.2 shows
that the OS moves a process from the new state to the ready state, which indicates
that the process is now ready to execute. Note that before this transition can occur
the OS must be ready to add a new process—for example, some OSs may have a
maximum number of allowed processes at a given time and hence would not permit
a new process to be added if the maximum is already reached. In a large mainframe
system or cluster system there might also be resource requirements that the job must
have available before it can run—perhaps a specific I/O device or a certain number
of CPUs. After all this initialization has occurred, the process can be moved to the
ready state.
Even after a process is in the ready state, it does not start executing until the
OS gives it control of the CPU. This is state transition 2 in Figure 2.2. The process
is now executing, and is in the running state. If there is more than one process in
the ready state, the part of the OS that chooses one of those to execute is called
the CPU scheduler or process scheduler. We discuss process scheduling in detail in
Chapter 9.
If a process executes until its end or has an error or exception that causes the
OS to abort it, these events—a process reaching its end or having a fatal error—will
cause state transition 6 in Figure 2.2. This leads a process to the terminated state, at
which point the OS will do cleanup operations on the process—for example, delete
the process information and data structures and free up the process memory and
other resources. When this cleanup is completed, this indicates state transition 7 in
Figure 2.2, which causes the process to exit the system.
Two other state transitions may occur when a process is in its running state—
transitions 3 and 5 in Figure 2.2. State transition 3 occurs if the process requires
some resource that is not available or if it needs some I/O to occur—for example,
waiting for a keystroke or reading from a file—before it can continue processing.
This leads a process to the wait or blocked state. A process remains in the wait
state until the resource it needs is allocated to it or its I/O request is completed, at
which point state transition 4 occurs to move the process from the wait state back
to the ready state. On the other hand, state transition 5 from running state directly
to ready state typically occurs when the OS decides to suspend the process because
it has more urgent processes to run. This may be because of a timer or some other
kind of interrupt, which can occur for various reasons. The most common reason is
to allocate the CPU to another process because of the CPU scheduling algorithm, as
we describe in Chapter 8.
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2.3.2 Process information maintained by the OS
To keep track of a process, the OS typically assigns to it a unique process identifier
(or process ID). It also creates a data structure called a process control block (or
PCB) to keep track of the process information, such as the process ID, resources it
is using or requesting, its priority, its access rights to various system resources or
files, and so on. The PCB will also include references to other OS data structures that
include information on how to locate the memory space and open files being utilized
by the process. For processes not in the running state, the PCB will save information on the hardware processor state for the process, such as the values stored in the
program counter register and other processor registers. This information is needed
to restart the process when it moves back to the running state. Figure 2.3 illustrates
some of the information that is typically kept in a process control block.
The information on open files that the process is using is typically kept in a
separate OS data structure, which is created and used by the OS file manager module
(see Chapter 12). The information on which areas of memory are occupied by the
process is usually kept in page tables or limit registers that are created and used by
the OS memory management module (see Chapters 10 and 11). Both these tables are
referenced from the PCB data structure. Additional information, such as the process
priority level, and a reference to the security or protection levels of the process (see
Chapter 16) will also be included in the PCB.

2.3.3 Types of processes and execution modes
We can categorize processes into several types:
1. User or application processes. These are processes that are executing application programs on behalf of a user. Examples include a process that is running an
accounting program or a database transaction or a computer game.
FIGURE 2.3
Information the
OS maintains in
a process control
block.

Unique process identifier
Process priority information
Processor state
(CPU register contents,
current instruction location)
Pointer to data structure to access process
memory (typically page tables or limit registers)
Pointer to data structure to access process
files (usually called open files table)
Process security and authorization information

Other process information
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2. Systems program processes. These are other application programs that perform
a common system service rather than a specific end-user service. Such programs
often interact closely with the OS and need special information about interfaces
and system structures such as the layout of a relocatable program module or an
executable program file. Examples include programming language compilers
and program development environments. Other programs such as Internet browsers, windowing user interfaces, and OS shell programs are considered by some to
be in this category, and by others to be part of the OS itself (see Section 2.7).
3. OS processes. These are also known as daemons and are processes that are executing OS services and functions. Examples include memory management, process scheduling, device control, interrupt handling, file services, and network
services.
Almost all processors have two execution modes for processes: privileged mode
and nonprivileged or regular (user) mode. OS kernel processes typically execute
in privileged mode—also known as supervisor mode, kernel mode, or monitor
mode—allowing them to execute all types of hardware operations and to access all
of memory and I/O devices. Other processes execute in user mode, which prohibits
them from executing some commands such as low-level I/O commands. User mode
also brings in the hardware memory protection mechanism, so that a process can
only access memory within its predefined memory space. This protects the rest of
memory—used by the OS and other processes—from erroneous or malicious access
to their memory space that may damage their data or program code.

2.4 FUNCTIONAL CLASSES OF OSs
There are many different types of OSs. Some OSs are quite restricted and provide limited services and functions, whereas other OSs are very complex, and provide many
services and a wide range of functionality. We now give a brief overview of five types
of OSs: single-user, multitasking, time-sharing, distributed, and real-time systems.

2.4.1 Single-user single-tasking OS
A single-user single-tasking OS runs a single process at a time. The first OSs were
of this type, as were OSs for early personal computers such as CP/M and earlier versions of MS-DOS. Similar OSs may be found today in systems with limited resources
such as embedded systems. Such an OS is not as complex as the other OSs we discuss
below. However, there are still a lot of details and issues that it must handle. The main
services it provides would be handling I/O and starting and terminating programs.
Memory management would be fairly simple since only the OS and one process
reside in memory at any particular time. There would be no need for CPU scheduling. Following our spiral approach, we describe the basic services and functionality
provided by a single-user OS in Chapter 3. We use primarily CP/M as an example to
illustrate how these concepts were implemented in a real system. We also mention
MS-DOS from time to time since it dominated the OS market for quite some time.
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2.4.2 Multitasking OS
The next level in OS complexity is a multitasking or multiprogramming OS.
Such an OS will control multiple processes running concurrently. Hence, it must
have a CPU scheduling component to choose which of the ready processes to run
next. The majority of modern-day computers support multitasking. One of the initial reasons for creating multitasking OSs was to improve processor utilization by
keeping the CPU busy while I/O is performed. In a single-tasking system, if the
single running process requests I/O and needed to wait for the operation to complete, then the CPU would remain idle until the I/O request was completed. By having several processes ready to execute in memory, the CPU can switch to running
another process while I/O is performed. Changing from running one process to running another is known as context switching. But there is a high cost for a context
switch. The entire CPU state must be saved so that it can be restored when the process is later restarted. Basically, when a running process—say process A—requests
I/O that can be handled by an I/O controller, the OS CPU scheduler module would
check to see if there are any processes in the ready state. If there are, one of the
ready processes—say, process B—will be selected based on the CPU scheduling
algorithm. The OS will save the processor state of process A (in A’s PCB) and load
the processor state of process B (from B’s PCB) into the appropriate CPU registers.
The OS will then give control of the CPU to process B, which moves to the running
state, while process A moves to the waiting (or blocked) state until the I/O operation is complete.
Multitasking is now available in most computer OSs, including personal computers. Even though a PC typically has a single interactive user, that user can
create multiple tasks. For example, if there are multiple windows on the display
screen, each is often handled by a separate task or process. In addition, other tasks
may be running in the background. Some early multitasking OSs could handle
only batch jobs—which were loaded on disk in bulk through card readers or other
old-fashioned I/O devices. Many current systems handle both batch jobs and interactive jobs. Interactive jobs are processes that handle a user interacting directly
with the computer through mouse, keyboard, video monitor display, and other
interactive I/O devices.
We can further distinguish between two types of multitasking OSs: those that
usually interact with a single user and those that support multiple interactive users.
Single-user multitasking systems include most modern PCs that support windowing.
In such systems it is common that one user is interacting with the system but that the
user may have several tasks started simultaneously. For example, the user may have
an email program, a text editor, and a Web browser, all open at the same time, each in
a separate window. The task that has the current user focus is called the foreground
task, while the others are called background tasks. The other type of multitasking
system handles multiple interactive users concurrently, and hence is called a timesharing OS. We discuss these next.
In our spiral approach part we describe two examples of single-user multitasking
OSs: an OS for a handheld Palm Pilot device in Chapter 4 and the Mac OS from Apple
in Chapter 5.
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2.4.3 Time-sharing OS and servers
A multiuser or time-sharing OS also supports multitasking, but a large number of the
tasks (processes) running are handling users interacting with the machine. These were
called time-sharing systems because the computer time was “shared” by the many
interactive concurrent users. In terms of OS internals, the main difference between
interactive and batch processes is in their response requirements. Interactive jobs typically support many short interactions, and require that the system respond rapidly to
each interaction. But quick response to interactive users’ requirements calls for a high
level of context switching and this introduces a lot of nonproductive overhead. Batch
jobs, on the other hand, have no live user so rapid response is not a requirement.
Therefore, less context switching is needed and more time is spent on productive
computing. A time-sharing OS will support both interactive and batch jobs and will
typically give higher priorities for interactive jobs. Early time-sharing systems in the
1960s and 1970s, such as IBM’s OS 360 TSO8 and Honeywell’s MULTICS, supported large numbers of interactive users, which were all logged in to the same system
through dumb monitors and terminals. This was because terminals cost many orders
of magnitudes less than the computer system itself in those days.
As the price of hardware and processors was being dramatically reduced, the
need for time sharing declined. In modern computing the new generation of systems
that can be considered to be the successors of interactive time-sharing systems are
the systems that are used in file, database, and Web servers. File servers and database servers handle requests for file and database access from tens to thousands of
users. Instead of being located at dumb terminals attached to processes running on
the server, the users are working at PCs or workstations and the service requests are
coming to the server through the network. Large database servers are often called
transaction processing systems, because they handle very many user transactions
per second. Web servers handle requests for Web documents, and often retrieve
some of the document information from database servers. Database and Web servers
require OSs that can handle hundreds of concurrent processes.

2.4.4 Network and distributed OS
Most computers today are either permanently connected to a network, or are equipped
so that they can be connected and disconnected from some type of network. This
allows information and resource sharing among multiple machines, and requires that
the OS provide additional functionality for these network connections. This additional functionality can be categorized into two main levels:
1. Low-level network access services. The OS will typically include additional
functionality to set up network connections, and to send and receive messages
between the connected machines.
2. Higher-level services. Users want to be able to connect to other machines to
browse through information, download files (text, pictures, songs) or programs of
8

OS 360 TSO stands for Operating System 360 Time Sharing Option.
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various types, or access databases. This is typically done through Web browsers
or specialized services, such as telnet for logging on to remote machines or ftp
for file transfer. As we mentioned earlier, these services are considered by some
to be independent systems programs and by others to be part of the OS.
The standard network protocols actually provide several levels of service, from the
basic hardware level to the user interaction level, as we will see in Chapter 15. Separately from the network connection, a distributed OS can provide a wide spectrum of
capabilities. A very basic distributed OS, sometimes called a network OS, provides
the capability to connect from a machine where the user is logged in—called the
client—to a remote machine—called the server, and to access the remote server.
However, the client user must know the name or address of the specific machine
they want to access. Most current systems provide at least this level of service. For
example, telnet and ftp services fall in this category.
At the other end of the spectrum, a completely general distributed OS may
allow a user logged in at a client machine to transparently access all possible services
and files they are authorized to access without even knowing where they reside. The
OS itself will keep directory information to locate any desired file or service, and to
connect to the appropriate machine. This is known as location transparency. The
files and services may be physically replicated on multiple systems so the OS would
choose the copy that is most easily or most efficiently accessible—known as replication transparency.9 The OS could also do dynamic load balancing to choose a
machine that is not heavily loaded when choosing a server. Such OSs would obviously be very complicated, and hence do not yet exist except in the realm of specialpurpose systems or research prototypes!
Between the two ends of the spectrum, one can consider many types of distributed OSs that can provide more than the minimum capabilities but less than the full
wish list of capabilities.

2.4.5 Real-time OS
Real-time OSs are multitasking systems that have the additional requirement of time
deadlines for completing some or all of their tasks. Two types of deadlines are:
1. Hard deadlines. A task with a hard deadline of, say, n milliseconds must be
completed within n milliseconds of submission; otherwise, it would be useless
and there may be very bad consequences for missing the deadline. Examples of
such tasks include industrial control tasks in a steel mill or an oil refinery, or a
task in a weapons guidance system.
2. Soft deadlines. A process with a soft deadline of n milliseconds should be
completed within n milliseconds of submission; however, the deadline may
be missed without catastrophic consequences. An example could be a task to
update the display in a virtual reality game as the user moves about.
Hard real-time OSs have scheduling algorithms that take into account the deadline
of each process and its estimated running time when deciding which process to run
9
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next. These OSs are mainly used in embedded systems that are found in devices such
as aircraft or process control systems, where a software process that makes a crucial
decision must be completed within its specified deadline. Soft real-time systems, on
the other hand, only need to give high priority to the tasks that have been designated
as real-time tasks. So most current OSs—for example, Windows 2000 or Solaris—
provide soft real-time support.
Unfortunately, most of the techniques that have evolved to give smooth average
response in most OSs are based on statistical decision making. These techniques will
not work in a hard real-time system. Such systems require unique algorithms for
scheduling time-critical events. As a result, we will not spend much time discussing
such systems. They are best treated separately.

2.5 ARCHITECTURAL APPROACHES TO BUILDING AN OS
2.5.1 Monolithic single-kernel OS approach
The first OSs were written as a single program. This approach to building the OS is
called the kernel or monolithic kernel approach, and was illustrated in Figure 1.3.
As the monolithic kernel OS included more functionality its size grew, in some cases
from a few thousand bytes to many millions of bytes. With limited and expensive
memory, the OS size overhead (the percentage of main memory occupied by the OS)
was considered too large. This bloated OS not only occupied memory, but like most
large programs, the OS was less efficient than a more minimal system, had more
bugs, and was difficult to maintain, either to add features or to fix bugs. This led OS
designers to develop OSs based on a more modular, layered design.

2.5.2 Layered OS approach
The modular approach that was developed was a layered architecture. The OS
would be divided into modules that were limited to a specific function such as processor scheduling or memory management. The modules were grouped into layers
of increasing abstraction—each layer provides a more abstract view of the system
and relies on the services of the layers below it. The layered approach would hide
the peculiarities and details of handling hardware devices, and provide a common
abstract view to the rest of the OS. Thus, when new devices entered the marketplace, new device drivers could be added to the kernel without drastically affecting
the other OS modules, which provide memory management, processor scheduling, and the file system interface. This is illustrated in a very rudimentary way in
Figure 2.4.
This approach can be extended to implement an OS with several layers. One
variation would allow modules at layer n to call only the modules in the next lower
layer n-1. Another variation would allow modules at layer n to call modules at any of
the lower layers (n-1, n-2, and so on). A further variation would allow level n modules
to interact with other level n modules, in addition to lower-level modules. Because
of the difficulty of separating complex OS functionality into multiple layers, usually
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only two or three layers are used in practice. We examine more specific instances
of layered designs in later chapters. Most modern OSs are built on a layered architecture. However some OS programmers felt that the layered approach was not sufficient, and that OS design should return to a minimum amount of code in the kernel
and the concept of microkernel.

2.5.3 Microkernel OS approach
The microkernel approach is illustrated in Figure 2.5. Here only basic functionality, usually the interfaces to the various types of device drivers, is included in the
microkernel. Specifically, the only code in these modules is code that must run in
supervisor mode because it actually uses privileged resources such as protected
instructions or accesses memory not in the kernel space. The remainder of the OS
functions are still part of the resident OS, but they run in user mode rather than
protected mode. Code running in protected mode literally can do anything, so an
error in this code can do more damage than code running in user mode. So the
theory of the microkernel is that the benefits to this approach arise partly from the
fact that the amount of code that is running in supervisor mode is smaller, making
them more robust. It also makes them easier to inspect for flaws. Also, the extra
design effort required makes it more probable that the implementation will be correct. Finally, it is easier to port a small microkernel to a new platform than it is to
port a large, layered, but monolithic kernel. On the other hand, a microkernel must
make use of interrupts to make the necessary calls from the user mode portions
of the OS to the supervisor mode portions. These interrupts will often necessitate
context switches. Critics of the microkernel approach say that this makes a microkernel OS run more slowly. (It should be noted that this issue is not resolved in the
OS community.)
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2.6 SOME OS IMPLEMENTATION TECHNIQUES AND ISSUES
As we discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.5, an OS is a complex software system with
many modules and components. As with any such system, there will be many data
structures and algorithms implemented within a typical OS. In this section, we discuss a few implementation techniques that are part of most or all OSs. These subjects
include the normal method used for handling interrupts, queues and data structure
used in many OS components, an object-oriented approach to OS implementation,
and the topic of Virtual Machines.

2.6.1 Interrupt handling using interrupt vectors
As we have already mentioned several times, an interrupt is a mechanism used by
an OS to signal to the system that some high-priority event has occurred that requires
immediate attention. Many interrupt events are associated with I/O. Some of these
typical interrupt events are signaling that a disk block read or write has been completed, signaling that a mouse button has been clicked, or signaling that a keyboard
button has been pressed. As we can see, most of these interrupts correspond to some
hardware action. The hardware associates with each interrupt event a particular interrupt number. The interrupting controller typically places this interrupt number in an
interrupt register when the corresponding event occurs. Depending on the particular
type of interrupt event, the OS has to take certain actions. The question that comes up
is, How can the OS efficiently determine which particular interrupt event has occurred,
and how does it start up the appropriate process that services that interrupt?
The normal technique for interrupt handling uses a data structure called an interrupt vector (see Figure 2.6). The vector has one entry for each interrupt number.
That entry contains the memory address of the interrupt service routine for that type
of interrupt. The interrupt number placed in the interrupt register is used as an index
into the interrupt vector. The interrupt vector entry is picked up by the hardware as
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FIGURE 2.6
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an address and the hardware effectively calls the appropriate interrupt routine as a
subroutine. When the interrupt routine is finished it will simply return from the call,
resuming the process that was interrupted.
In a small embedded system with only a few I/O devices the hardware may not
provide an interrupt system. The alternative is known as a status-driven system. In
such a system the application (or the OS) is mostly a large loop. It will check the
status of each device in turn to see whether it needs servicing.

2.6.2 System calls
Application programs normally need to use data and services managed by the OS.
For example, OSs typically manage all the hardware devices on the system, such as
sound cards, and applications are not allowed to access them directly. Also, applications may need to communicate between one another and the OS has to act as an
intermediary.
Any normal application needs such abilities and the way it asks the OS for services is by using a system call. A system call is much like any other function call.
First, the application will load certain registers with information describing the service required and then will execute a system call instruction. However, instead of
directly calling a section of code that will do the function, the system call instruction
will usually cause an interrupt, which the OS will handle. The OS will perform the
requested service and then return control to the application. This mechanism also
allows the OS to implement some security by first checking to see if the application
is allowed to access the resource in the requested way.
Generally, application development systems provide a library that loads as part
of application programs. This library handles the details of passing information to
the kernel and executing the system call instruction. Having this function provided
by the library reduces the strength of the connection between the operating system
and the application and make the application more portable.
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2.6.3 Queues and tables
An OS manages many data structures to accomplish its tasks. Two of the common
data structures used are tables and queues. Tables are used to store information about
various objects that the OS manages. For example, the PCB, described in Section
2.2, is an example of a table that the OS maintains to keep track of the information associated with each process. Another frequently found table is the page table,
which is used to keep track of the address space of a process when the hardware supports paged memory (see Chapter 11). The OS will maintain one PCB and one page
table for each process. Another typical table is the open files table, which keeps an
entry for each file open in the system.
The OS also maintains a number of queues to keep track of information that is
ordered in some way. Each resource that can be shared by multiple processes would
need a queue to hold service requests for that resource. For example, since multiple
processes may need to read and write disk pages, the OS maintains a disk scheduling queue that has a list of processes waiting for disk I/O. Requests for printer services may be maintained in a printer queue. A list of processes that are ready to run
can be maintained in a ready process queue.
Many of these “queues” are not strictly speaking queues at all since a queue is
always managed on a first-in-first-out (FIFO) basis. But the scheduling algorithm
that utilizes the queue determines the order of entries in a queue. For example, if the
policy of choosing which process to run next were a priority policy, the scheduler
for the ready process queue would implement that policy. In the FIFO case each
new entry is placed at the end of the queue. When the CPU needs to execute a new
process, it would remove an entry from the beginning of the queue for processing. As
we will see, there are various ways for organizing queues depending on the particular requirements for each type of queue.
Each entry in a queue must contain all the information that the OS needs to
determine the action that must be taken. For example, each ready queue entry may
contain a pointer to the PCB of a ready process. By accessing the PCB through the
pointer, the OS can retrieve the needed process information.

2.6.4 Object-oriented approach
One approach to OS development is to use the principles and practices developed
for object-oriented software engineering and apply them to OS design and implementation. In this approach, each OS module would be designed as a collection of
objects and each object will include methods that are provided as services to other
parts of the OS or to application programs. Building the OS with objects provides the
many advantages of object-oriented software engineering, such as encapsulation of
object data structures, separating an interface from its implementation, extensibility
and ease of reuse of objects, and many other advantages. In simpler terms, the key
feature of an object is that the internal structure of an object is hidden and any access
to the data contained in an object is through the methods of the object. This makes
it less likely that an application can misuse an object and cause problems for other
modules.
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There have been several attempts at making an OS that is object oriented, most
notably the NEXTSTEP OS from NeXT and BeOS from Be Inc. A few research
projects have created—most notably Choices, Athene, Syllable, TAJ, and JNode—
an OS written in Java. But it seems that there is no major OS that is truly based on
objects. Usually a kernel module is written in C or assembler and a library provides
an API of object-oriented interfaces that can be invoked in most high-level languages
that provide support for objects. Windows NT is typical of such OSs. Data structures
that are internal to a single module are not objects.

2.6.5 Virtual machines
Yet another approach to OS design is the technique of using a software emulator for
abstracting or virtualizing a total system (devices, CPU, and memory). This concept
is referred to as a virtual machine (VM). One prime reason for VMs is that it allows
the different emulation environments to be protected from one another so that a crash
in one program does not crash others. The system design being abstracted can be
either an actual hardware design or an idealized application virtual machine.

Hardware virtual machines
In this approach, a program or kernel subsystem will provide a software emulation of
an actual hardware machine. There are two different sorts of such emulation, one in
which the host hardware system itself is being emulated and another where another
CPU is being emulated. The latter sort was traditionally developed by a manufacturer to assist the migration of customers from an older system to a newer one by
providing a program that would emulate the older system. Various emulation packages were created by IBM, for example, to help customers migrating from the 1401
systems, then in common use, to the 360 series. In such cases the emulation is usually done by an application program running in user mode.
Emulation of the host machine is often used to allow multiple OS kernels to
run simultaneously, as illustrated in Figure 2.7. In such cases the emulation is done
by the kernel of a special host OS. This model allows one or more OS kernels
to run on top of a virtual machine layer as guest OSs. The VM layer creates an
interface that abstracts the hardware, so that each kernel believes that it alone is
running on the hardware. Kernels may be from different OSs or may be different
instances of the same OS.10 One of the prime difficulties in the VM model is to create a VM that accurately emulates the hardware—so that kernels may run on a VM
the same way they ran directly on the real hardware (only slower, because they are
actually sharing the hardware with other kernels). One of the first, if not the first,
such emulation packages was created by IBM for a modified version of the 360
model 40 and was known as CP-40. It ran multiple instances of client operating
systems—particularly CMS, the Cambridge Monitor System. That early package
has been reimplemented several times and the current version, z/VM, runs on their
z9 series of mainframes.
10

In fact, the VM concept was created in part (by IBM) to allow OS programmers to test a kernel, since
even if the kernel being debugged crashed, other kernels would continue to run.
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FIGURE 2.7
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VM systems are becoming quite common now. As one can easily imagine, having
one OS run on top of another OS is not terribly efficient. So contemporary VM OSs
are usually running a slightly modified version of the guest OS that is aware that it is
running in a VM environment and does things in a slightly different way so that the
VM emulation can be more efficient. In addition, newer CPUs often have additional
instructions and other features that assist in virtualization.

Application virtual machines
It is now common to apply the term virtual machine (VM) to any software that
creates an abstraction of a machine. Sometimes the machine being emulated is not
an actual CPU but rather is an idealized machine specification designed to support
either a specific language or a broad class of languages. Such systems are sometimes known as application virtual machines. One early such design was known
as the p-code system and was designed by the University of California San Diego
to support their Pascal system. A VM that is currently very popular is the Java virtual machine (JVM), which creates an abstract machine that runs Java programs.
Sometimes the JVM runs as a separate package that enables the execution of Java
programs. In other cases the VM emulation may be internal to another program
such as a Web browser. In such cases the Java programs are more restricted in what
they are allowed to do. Another such package is the Common Language Runtime
(CLR) created by Microsoft for support of their .net architecture. In this case the
abstract machine was designed for supporting a broad class of languages rather than
a single language.
Since emulation of a virtual machine can be somewhat inefficient, code created
to run in an application virtual machine can usually also be compiled into native
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machine code so that it will run faster. This technique is known as just-in-time
compilation, or JIT. The binary code produced by JIT compilation is normally discarded after execution but it can also be saved permanently for later reuse.

2.7 MINIMALIST VERSUS MAXIMALIST APPROACHES
TO OS FUNCTIONALITY AND BACKWARD COMPATIBILITY
We conclude this chapter with a discussion on what functionality should be included
in the OS. In other words, what exactly should the OS do? That is a big question.
Let us take a somewhat philosophical look at it. At one end of the spectrum is the
minimalist philosophy—only those things that really must go into the kernel (or
microkernel) are included in the OS. Other components may be added into library
routines or as “user” programs (not part of the kernel, but usually not written by the
user). At the other end of the spectrum is the maximalist philosophy—to put most
of the commonly used services in the OS. For example, if a maximalist philosophy
were adopted, a service such as screen window management would be included in
the OS kernel, since almost everyone uses this service.
Minimalists argue that their approach allows each user to choose what they
want. For example, a user may pick from a large group of window managers, and in
fact may pick two or more if desired. This makes it easier to select components and
build the desired configuration. A user may even write new components. Minimalists
also argue that this approach makes the OS modules easy to design and program,
and easier to debug. They often say that the resulting system is more “elegant” or
“cleaner.”
Maximalists will counterargue that user choice in some fundamental areas is a
problem—it is too flexible. They say a common “look and feel” for common applications functions such as scroll bars, menus, and moving a cursor allow for a more
consistent usage and more satisfied users. This makes it easier for users to know the
basics of how applications work and creates consistency among applications. They
contend that common functions such as drawing on a screen, moving a mouse, and
menus, are used by almost every application program and should be accomplished in
one place efficiently and consistently—the OS. They will claim that some functions
may be done more efficiently in the OS and other functions—for example, security
features—must be done in the kernel.
In reality very few OSs really are minimalist or maximalist—as in most arguments the choice is made by a big dose of the “real world” injected into the discussion. For example, if we examine OSs for handheld small computers (personal
digital assistants), many of these real-world issues affect the design choices. These
issues include very limited memory, and hence making as many functions available
in the OS as possible in order to use less memory in the applications by sharing
routines. Another issue was to make a common look and feel, but to include only the
most commonly needed routines so that not everyone needs to pay the price of extra
memory use for infrequently used services.
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2.7.1 Backward compatibility
One last issue, that of backward compatibility, is the price of success. This issue
has caused more difficulty for OS system designers and implementers than can possibly be imagined.11 Backward compatibility is the ability to run old application
programs on newer versions of the OS. This ability is a selling point of almost every
new version of any OS—in fact, even new OSs that have no previous versions may
claim to be able to run applications done for other (popular) OSs without change—
transparently. Note that this means that the executable program (the binary code)
must run unchanged on the new system.
Some systems claim that the new system is “source code compatible”—that the
source code for the application must be recompiled, but not necessarily changed, to
move from old to new system. This does not help someone who purchased a program
and has only the executable! Not only does this require that every new version of the
OS contain all services in the previous versions—they must work the same way, even
though newer services doing the same or similar things may be more efficient and
more secure. One of the most horrible problems is that even bugs—those that may
have been discovered—must remain since some applications may have taken advantage (used features!) of those bugs. For example, a famous bug in Microsoft DOS
that allowed one to truncate the size of a file—make a file size shrink—has remained
for decades in many versions of the OS—even through Windows—because in the
original “buggy” version, there was no other way to truncate files. It had been fixed
in a version soon afterward, but to allow compatibility with already existing executable, it was fixed as an extension—a new service. The old service remained “buggy.”
(Compatibility issues are sometimes hidden under the famous statement: “It’s not a
bug—it’s a feature!”)

2.7.2 User optimization versus hardware optimization
One final point: Personal computers have stood the traditional goals of OSs on their
head. Until PCs came along, one of the chief goals of an OS was to optimize the
utilization of a bunch of very expensive hardware. This meant using every bit of
expensive memory (leading to the infamous Y2K bug), every instruction cycle of the
slow CPU, and every sector of the limited-capacity, expensive disk drive. Once the
level of integration of the circuitry made it fairly cheap to produce a personal computer, the most expensive part of the total system became the unit sitting in front of
the monitor, not the unit sitting behind it. This means that the OS needs to be very
responsive to the keyboard and to update the screen displays as fast and as smoothly
as possible, even if that means using the CPU in a less efficient manner. GUIs are a
good example. They would most likely be much less common if we were still using
only mainframe systems that cost a million dollars each.

11

After all, how difficult is it just to leave old code in the system?
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2.8 SUMMARY
In this chapter, we started with a simple user scenario
and described some of the actions within the scenario that are undertaken by the OS. We then gave an
overview of the main types of system resources that
the OS manages, and discussed the major OS modules. Then we defined the process concept, which is
central to what the OS does, and described the states
of a process and some of the information that the OS
maintains about each process. We then discussed the
characteristics of different types of OSs, from systems that can execute a single process at a time to

those that manage concurrently executing processes
to time-sharing and distributed systems.
Following that, we presented some of the different
architectural approaches that have been taken for constructing an OS. These include monolithic OS, microkernels, and layered architectures. We discussed some
of the common data structures that an OS maintains,
namely interrupt vectors and queues, object-oriented
systems, and virtual machines. Finally, we concluded
with a philosophical discussion on the minimalist versus maximalist approaches to OS functionality.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS
2.1 What are some of the types of resources that an
OS must manage?
2.2 What is the difference between a program and a
process?
2.3 What are the states that a process can be in?
2.4 How many processes can be in the run state at the
same time?
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2.5 What sort of events can cause a transition from the
run state to the terminate state?
2.6 Name at least a few things that a process might be
waiting on.
2.7 Some information stored in a PCB is not always
kept current. What are some examples of such
information?
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2.8 Give examples of the three types of processes:
user, system, and OS.
2.9 The chapter discussed five different overall design
types for OSs. What design types do these examples belong in?
a. OSs in handheld computers and PDAs
b. UNIX
c. Novell Netware
d. VCRs
e. Automobile engine
2.10 If we are writing applications, what are some of
the reasons that we need an OS to manage the
hardware for us?
2.11 What are some of the reasons why we divide an
OS into separate modules?
2.12 What is a “microkernel” OS?
2.13 Generally speaking, object-oriented programming
is less efficient than procedural programming.
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2.14

2.15
2.16

2.17
2.18

2.19

43

Why would we want to use a less efficient tool to
make an OS?
When an OS gets an interrupt from a device, what
mechanism does it usually use to select the code
to handle the interrupt?
How does an application ask the OS to do
something?
True or false? The evolution of OSs has resulted
in the present state in which most modern OSs are
virtual machine OSs.
What are the two modern software virtual machine
architectures?
Do you feel that an OS should include many
common system functions or that it should contain only a minimum level of functions, leaving
as much as possible to be in additional layers and
libraries? Justify your answer.
What is the most standard OS API that applications can be designed around?
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